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Foreword by the Management Board of the RENK Group

Our responsibility for compliance

Dear Colleagues,
We are a globally trustworthy, reliable and integral partner to our customers,
business partners, colleagues and the public. We only maintain this confidence
because we assume the responsibility for our actions. Therefore, it is a given
that we adhere to all applicable legislation, respect ethical fundamental values
and act sustainably. This is our corporate responsibility, which we all have
to observe – the executive management as much as all the manager ands every
single employee.
This Code of Conduct supports us in this. It is supplemented by internal guidelines
and regulations, along with contractual agreements. In addition, we naturally
adhere to national and international statutory regulations. The Code of Conduct
forms a binding framework that we move in every day. No distinction is made here
between employees, senior managers and members of the executive management.
Our most important corporate values are integrity, customer orientation, respect,
team spirit and determination.
Please make yourself familiar with the contents of the Code of Conduct. Observe it
when you are working – without exception and at all times. Discuss the examples
with your colleagues. If in doubt or if you have questions, do not delay in speaking
with out colleagues in Governance, Legal & Compliance.
Both RENK’s and Triton’s expectations for all employees and contractual partners
are therefore clear: Conduct in breach of the applicable legislation, our values and
the Group’s internal guidelines will not be accepted. We are all jointly responsible
for observing these rules – this also includes actively demanding the same from
colleagues and business partners.

Susanne Wiegand
Chair of the Executive Management
Business Administration Graduate
Schönaich
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Our responsibility
for compliance
The contents of this Code of Conduct are summarized in three headlines:

Our responsibility as member of the company
Our responsibility as business partner
Our responsibility at the workplace
The success of our company critically depends on the fact that all of us, namely
the executive management, managers and every single employee, act honorably,
with integrity, and ethically correctly. This also means that both internally and
externally we report and communication honestly, comprehensively, transparently
and promptly.
Our shared goal is to assume responsibility for our company and protection
the reputation of our brand. Based on the requirement for sustainability, we are
aware of our responsibility for the economic, social and environmental effects
of our conduct. This also includes ensuring that the regulations applicable in the
company are observed and complied with by all of us at all times and everywhere.
Our managers set a good example here and have to actively counter irregular
conduct, protect their employees and represent the company with integrity both
internally and externally.

Niklas Beyes
Member of the Board
Business Administration Graduate
(Univ.)
Würzburg
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Our responsibility as member of the company

Observance of and compliance
with legislation is part of
our corporate responsibility as
a matter of course.

Our responsibility
as member
of the company

When making any corporate decision,
we are required to observe the rule
of law, within the framework of which
we act.

Page 6 – 17

Every RENK employee must be aware
of their social responsibility, in particular for the good of people and the
environment, and must ensure that
our company makes a contribution to
sustainable development.
Specifically, the following principles
derive from the corporate responsibility
of the RENK Group:
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Our responsibility as member of the company | Human rights

Our responsibility as member of the company | Human rights

Human rights

Corporate principle
	Around the world, we respect, protect and promote the applicable provisions
regarding the protection of human and children’s rights (hereinafter: human
rights) as fundamental and generally applicable requirements. We reject
any use of child, forced and mandatory labor and any form of modern slavery
and human trade. Young people are employed within the framework of the
statutory requirements and they physical and mental development must not
be put at risk. This not only applies to cooperation within our company, but
of course also to conduct by and towards business partners.
	We promote and require socially, economically and environmentally responsible
corporate management, which impacts the entire value-added chain along the
supply chain.
	We offer our employees a working environment free of sexual, mental and
physical harassment.
My contribution
	As an employee I can contribute to complying with human rights.
I consider human rights to be a fundamental guiding principle and am vigilant
to breaches of human rights that occur in my surroundings.
	If there are indications of breaches of human rights in my professional
environment, I ensure that these breaches are prevented or stopped.
If necessary, I report this to my line manager or the contact partners named
in Chapter 4.

The RENK Group is commitment to the unrestricted compliance
with the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the E
 uropean Convention on Human Rights and Basic Freedoms.
These state the requirements and expectations of the international
community regarding respecting and complying with human rights.
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Example
You are responsible for purchasing
specific goods. You receive evidence that
children are employed in the supplier’s
production or that employees are having
to work under inhumane conditions
(for example, they are exposed to dangers
harmful to their health).
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Instigate the necessary steps and
inform your line manager and the
office responsible for sustainability in
supplier relationships. Our company
has to examine the business relationship with this business partner more
closely and end it if applicable.

Our responsibility as member of the company | Equal opportunities and equal treatment

Equal opportunities and
equal treatment

Our responsibility as member of the company | Equal opportunities and equal treatment

Corporate principle
We offer equal opportunities to everyone.
	We do not discriminate against anyone and we do not tolerate any discrimi
nation on the basis of ethnicity or nationality, gender, religion, philosophy,
age, disability, sexual orientation, skin color, political opinion, social origin
or other statutorily protected characteristics. We embrace diversity, are
actively committed to inclusion and create an environment that promotes the
individuality of each individual in the company’s interest.
	In principle, our employees are selected, hired and promoted on the basis
of their qualifications and skills.
My contribution
	I observe the principles of equal opportunity and equal treatment and encourage
the people in my surroundings to behave in the same way.
	If I observe breaches of the principles of equal opportunity and equal treatment
(for example through discrimination, harassment and bullying), I inform the
relevant individuals of their misconduct. If I am unable to directly influence the
events, I report the incident to HR or the contact person named in chapter 4.

Equal opportunity and equal treatment are important cornerstones for fair,
prejudice-free and open interaction. RENK promotes respectful and
cooperative partnerships, diversity and tolerance. For this makes it
possible for us to achieve the maximum productivity, competitiveness and
innovation, creativity and efficiency.
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Example
You find out from a friendly colleague
that in his department an applicant
was rejected because of their skin color
although they were the most suitable
candidate for the advertised position.
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Help to investigate the case by
informing the responsible
HR department so that appropriate
steps can be taken.

Our responsibility as member of the company | Product conformity and safety

Our responsibility as member of the company | Environmental protection

Product conformity
and safety
Innumerable people come into contact with our products and services
every day. RENK is responsible for ruling out the risks, disadvantages and
dangers to health, safety, the environment and assets of our customers
or third parties arising from interactions with these products and services.
Corporate principle
	Therefore, it is not only a statutory requirement, but also our claim that our
products comply with the applicable statutory and official provisions and
internal standards. Our products correspond to the respect state of technology
and are developed accordance with the statutory requirements. This is continuously and systematically ensured through processes and structures as
well as through product observations in the field. We do not comprise here.
We ensure that appropriate measures can be taken promptly if possible
deviations occur.
My contribution
	If I find or have concerns that dangers possibly arise due to our products or
provisions are not being complied with, I work against this. I report the case
to my line manager and the corresponding departments in the company,
for example the contact person for product safety in my department

Example
A customer reports problems with the
technology of a product to you. You are
not sure whether the cause for this is
due to an operating error by the customer
or is due to a production or design fault.
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Environmental protection

For RENK, environmental protection and the sustained improvement
of living and environmental conditions are important corporate goals.
Corporate principle
	We insist on environmentally friendly, progressive and efficient technologies
and implement them across the entire lifecycle of our products. Already
in the development and production, we ensure there is a careful handling and
use of natural resources, a continuous reduction in environmental impacts
and compliance with environmental laws and regulations..
	Additionally, we constantly reassess the environmental sustainability of the
products and manufacturing processes and optimize them if necessary.
	We are a responsible member of society and partner to politics. We seek
dialog with both of them about future mobility and energy concepts and about
the design of an ecologically sustained development.
My contribution
	As part of my work, I consider environmental protection and use resources
and energy appropriately and economically. I make sure that my activities
have the smallest possible negative impact on the environment and that they
comply with environmental protection laws and regulations.

Example
Discuss the issue. It must be ensured
that a problem, for which RENK is
responsible, is remedied. Even operating errors by a customer can make a
response necessary from the company
(for example, an amendment to the
operating instructions or application
training).

You notice that larger quantities of
chemicals are leaking from a tank and
are seeping into the ground.
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Inform a responsible employee
immediately and refer them
to the problem. Do not rely on
someone else reporting it.

Our responsibility as member of the company | Donations, sponsorships and charity

Donations, sponsorships
and charity

Our responsibility as member of the company | Donations, sponsorships and charity

Corporate principle
	We generally make donations and grant sponsorships only after an extensive
audit by Group Compliance.
My contribution
	If I consider a sponsorship is worth supporting, I contact Group Compliance
first.
	Donations are made transparently, this means the purpose, the recipient and
confirmation of donation from the recipient are documented and verifiable.
I comply with the internal processes and do not arrange donations that could
damage our company’s reputation.

RENK makes donations to clubs and charities (i.e. donations are made on
a voluntary basis and without consideration). Within narrow limits and
exclusively as part of an extensive compliance audit, RENK also donates
money as part of a sponsorship agreement (i.e. donations are made on the
basis of a contractually agreed consideration). In order to prevent conflicts
of interest and to guarantee a standardized process within the company,
donations and sponsorships are only permitted within the framework of
the respective legal system and in accordance with the current internal
conditions of the RENK Group.

Example
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A local politician asks you as a RENK
employee for a donation from the
company for the election campaign.

Please reject it. Donations are only
made after approval from the executive
management. Approval for the donation
cannot be granted if the Governance
guideline regarding donations and
sponsorships excludes this.

Our responsibility as member of the company | Communication and marketing

Our responsibility as member of the company | Political lobbying

Communication and
marketing
RENK values clear and open communication with employees, business
partners, shareholders and investors, the press and other stakeholders
in an honest and legal way. Each of our employees is responsible for
adhering to the internal communication regulations in order to guarantee
a uniform and consistent company appearance. Each of our employees
respects the performance of their dialog partners and respects their
professional and personal reputation.
Corporate principle
	In order to gain the trust of customers, capital investors and other stakeholders,
we ensure uniform and clear communication. Without exception, planned
communication and marketing measures must be agreed with the responsible
central communications and marketing department of the RENK Group.
My contribution
	I do not express any opinions in the public for my company and always refer
any queries to the communications department.
If I speak at public, technical or cultural events or on the internet, I make it
clear that this is only my personal opinion.
	If I identify myself on social media as a RENK employee, I am aware that my
conduct contributes to how the RENK Group is seen in public.

Example
On the internet you see a comment,
in which someone criticizes the production
methods in Asia, an you know that
the details are completely made up.
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Political lobbying

Politics and legislation influence the general economic conditions for
business. RENK also influences society through its participation in
business and through political lobbying it can also selectively bring the
company’s positioned into the decision-making process (for example
proposed legislation). Lobbying always takes place transparently and
in accordance with the principles of the Lobby Register Act centrally
through the government relations department in the capital city office
of the RENK Group in Berlin. International lobbying only takes place
after consultation with the executive management of the RENK Group.
Corporate principle
	We carry out lobbying centrally and corresponding to the principles of 
openness, comprehensibility and responsibility. Neutrality when dealing
with political parties and interest groups is a given for us. Our lobbying
takes place exclusively within the framework of the statutory requirements.
My contribution
	I do not try to influence political decisions in the name of the company if
I have not been authorized to do so. If I have been authorized to do this,
I adhere to the corresponding internal guidelines when fulfilling my tasks,
in particular I consult with the group compliance department

Example
Even if you are eager to correct
the m
 isrepresentation straight away,
contact the communication department, as it can respond extensively
and reasonably to this comment

An acquaintance of yours is an member of
parliament. You know that proposed legislation, which is important for RENK, is currently being discussed in parliament. You are
thinking of contacting your acquaintance in
order to explain the RENK Group’s interests
connected with this proposed legislation
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Do not discuss this subject with your
acquaintance. At RENK, lobbying only
takes place with central coordination,
openly and transparently. The correct
contact partner for such lobbying measures is the head of the RENK Group
capital city office and also the group
compliance department.

Our responsibility as business partner

Integrity, transparency and fairness
are critical for creating credibility
and trust in business. RENK there
fore places specific value on the
consistent implementation and
clear communication of the general
statutory conditions, internal Group
guidelines and corporate values.

Our responsibility
as business partner
Page 18 – 39

This also includes only selling our
products and services through our
authorized sales channels and
working with audited and authorized
business partners.
Specifically, the following principles
derive from RENK’s responsibility as
a business partner:

18
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Our responsibility as business partner | Conflicts of interest

Our responsibility as business partner | Conflicts of interest

Conflicts of interest

Corporate principle
	We value the avoidance of conflicts between private and business interests
even the appearance of them.
	We make our decisions exclusively on the basis of material criteria and do
not allow ourselves to be influenced by personal interests and relationships.
My contribution
	I am aware that in the business environment I do not place my personal
Interests above those of the RENK Group.
	I already avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest and disclose any
apparent of actually arising conflicts of interest to my line manager and,
if necessary, also to the responsible HR department. Together we look for
a solution that does not affect the company’s interests.

Examples
There is a potential conflict of interest if the private interests of a RENK
employee collide or may collide with the interests of RENK. This conflict
of interests can result, in particular, from secondary employment. If an
employee places their personal interests above those of the company, this
can damage RENK.
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Your boss asks you to check the
quotations from several suppliers of
plastic parts. You find that one of
the cheapest quotations comes from
the company of a good friend.

Inform your line manager of the
situation and disclose the possible
conflict of interest. Agree the next
steps with your line manager and,
if necessary, contact the compliance
contact partners named in chapter 4.

You work in the after sales department
and are considering starting your
own business for some extra income,
which is in competition to the work and
services offered by RENK.

A secondary employment in direct
or indirect competition with RENK
is neither permitted nor approved.
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Our responsibility as business partner | Gifts, hospitality and invitations

Gifts, hospitality and
invitations

Our responsibility as business partner | Gifts, hospitality and invitations

Corporate principle
	The governance guideline regulates how to deal with gifts, hospitality and
invitations to events, which gifts are reasonable and what audit steps have
to be taken when accepting and granting gifts.
My contribution
	I read the governance guideline regarding gifts, hospitality and invitations to
events. I strictly observe them. I check whether I have a conflict of interest or if
one could arise. If I am uncertain, I ask the group compliance department first.

Examples

Gifts in the form of presents, hospitality and invitations are widespread in
business relationships. Provided that these gifts are kept to a reasonable
amount and do not breach internal or statutory regulations, they do not
have to be approved. If such gifts exceed this framework and are used to
influence third parties, this can be punishable for you.
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The employee of a supplier gives you a
valuable birthday gift possibly you should
not accept under the internal guidelines.

Even if you believe the business relation
ships are not affected by accepting
the gift, you must not disregard the
applicable guideline regarding gifts,
hospitality and invitations to events.
If you have any doubt, do not accept
the gift. If you have concerns that
rejecting the gift could be interpreted
in the wrong way, contact your line
manager and agree a solution with
them. If you have any questions, please
contact the compliance contact partner
named in chapter 4.

You would like to invite the head of an
authority to lunch and use this opportunity
to give him or her a (promotional) gift.

After the unconditionally required approval, first contact the group compliance
department in order to guarantee a
transparent handling with the possibility
to reject the invitation. Gifts in this area
have to be handled particularly restrictively and typically are only permitted in
exceptional cases.
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Our responsibility as business partner | Prohibition of corruption

Our responsibility as business partner | Prohibition of corruption

Prohibition of corruption

Corruption is the misuse of a position of trust for private gain or advantage.
Misuse means obtaining or granting advantages, to which there is no
legal entitlement. In concrete terms, a company can win a (state) order, for
example, although another candidate would be better suited or cheaper.
Corruption is a serious problem in business. It leads to decisions based on
improper grounds, prevents progress and innovation, distorts competition
and damages society. Corruption is prohibited. It can result in fines for
RENK as well as criminal and civil sanctions, as well as sanctions under
employment law for affected employees.
Corporate principle
	The quality of the products and services of our company is the key to our
success. We do not tolerate corruption of any kind. We make gifts to
business partners, customers or other external third parties only within the
legally permitted general conditions and specified internal stipulations.
My contribution
	I never bribe others and never allow myself to be bribed, whether directly
or indirectly. I independently check the internal regulations before I give or
receive gifts, issue or accept invitations and hospitality
	If I receive indications of corruption, I immediately report it to one of the
compliance contact partners named in chapter 4.
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Example
You are responsible for sales in a RENK
company and want to exceed this year’s
sales target. You prepare an offer for
the tendered large order from a potential
customer. The responsible decision-maker
at the customer offers to influence the
order-placing in favor of RENK, in return for
reasonable compensation for expenses.
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The demand from the customer
represents corrupt conduct.
Immediately inform your line manager
and the compliance contact partners
named in chapter 4.

Our responsibility as business partner | Interaction with public and elected officials

Our responsibility as business partner | Interaction with public and elected officials

Interaction with public and
elected officials
When interacting with public and elected officials, governments, authorities
and other public institutions, specific legal conditions frequently apply,
whereby even singe violations have serious consequences and can lead to
RENK being permanently excluded from winning public orders.
Corporate principle
	Our contacts with public and elected officials are based strictly on the law
and legislation, and on the corresponding internal regulations in order to
avoid conflicts of interest and corruption. Nor do we make any “Facilitation
Payments”, namely payments to officeholders in order to expedite routine
official actions.
My contribution
	Before contacting public clients, I must be aware of the broadly stricter
regulations and thus specific legal consequences of my actions.
Therefore, before making any statements, binding declarations and when
offering work and services, I check with the group compliance department.

Examples
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You know that an authority is planning
to tender a large order. You are thinking
of asking the employee of the authority,
whom you know from an earlier project
and who is responsible for the tender, to
arrange the tender such that RENK wins it.

You must stop considering your plan.
Such influence would be illegal.

You find out that there are delays relating
to the importation of a product sold abroad.
In order to get the delivery to the customer
as quickly as possible, a “processing fee”
is supposed to be paid.

Contact the group compliance department and get them to examine this
transaction. It is possible that these
are unlawful facilitation payments.
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Our responsibility as business partner | Consultants and brokers

Our responsibility as business partner | Consultants and brokers

Consultants and brokers

Corporate principle
	We only employ consultants in accordance with the general statutory
conditions and the requirements of the governance guideline on the use
of business partners.
	Consequently, we guarantee that remuneration is only paid for consultancy
and brokering services actually provided and that the remuneration is
reasonable for the work and services provided.
My contribution
	When initiating a business relationship, I pass on each potential consultant
and/or broker to the group compliance department for a compliance audit.
Before placing an order and before making any payments, I carefully check,
observe all procedures as stated in the governance guidelines (e.g. Use of
business partners) and involve the group compliance department in advance.
	I make sure that the contracts, for which I am responsible, withstand a
legal and commercial review also in respect of comparable contracts with
other brokers.

In some business divisions, the RENK Group involves external brokers
when instigating and/or managing sales-based business relationships,
who support the sales department in the interests of or for RENK in various
areas of activity. Therefore, the RENK Group has to ensure that these
brokers adhere to the high ethical principles of conduct of RENK. When
using sales brokers, therefore, a comprehensive integrity audit has to
be performed by the group compliance department without exception.
As the actions of sales brokers are frequently attributed to the companies
as clients, there is a considerable reputational risk here. The aim of the
compliance audit is to prevent the good reputation of RENK from being
damaged due to the conduct of external brokers. Legal violations by
such consultants can damage the reputation of RENK and even lead to
the company being liable towards third parties and for very large fines.

Example
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RENK is participating in a public tender.
A broker approaches you and informs
you that he for an additional brokering fee
he can ensure that the order is placed
with RENK.

You can make yourself liable to prosecution if you approve the additional
brokering fee and the broker uses
this fee as a bribe so that the order is
placed with RENK. In order rule out this
risk, you must check the seriousness
of the broker based on the requirements
of the governance guideline on the use
of business partners.

Our responsibility as business partner | Prohibition of money laundering and Terrorism financing

Prohibition of money laundering
and Terrorism financing

Our responsibility as business partner | Prohibition of money laundering and Terrorism financing

Corporate principle
	We carefully check the identity of customers, business partners and other
third parties, with whom we want to do business (see RGR-4-5). Our stated
aim is only to maintain business relationships with serious partners, whose
business activity complies with the statutory provisions and whose resources
have a legitimate origin.
	We immediately allocate incoming payments to the corresponding work and
services and record them. We ensure transparent and open payment streams.
My contribution
	I do not take any action that could breach domestic or foreign money laundering
provisions. I pay attention and report suspicious conduct by customers,
business partners and other third parties. Reasons for suspecting money
laundering (“Red flags”) can be:
–  Business is settled through third parties (front men) in order to remain anonymous
–  Readiness to pay excessive prices or to conclude a disadvantageous
transaction
–  Payments from unknown source through third parties
–  Payments through bank accounts in third countries or discrepancies
between the business partner’s country of domicile and the country where
it has its bank account
–  Concluding transactions, the objective and extent of which contradict
the business and/or the commercial situation of the business partner.
	If there are grounds justifying such a suspicion, I immediately contact one of
the contact partners named in chapter 4

There are laws against money laundering and terrorism financing in almost
every country around the world. The Money Laundering Act applies not
only to banks, but also to commodities dealers. Money laundering exists
if money or other assets coming directly or indirectly from crimes are
brought into the legal economy, thereby concealing their origin. Terrorism
financing exists if money or other resources are provided for terrorist acts
or to support terrorist organizations. Liability due to money laundering
does not require the participants to know that money is being laundered
through the relevant transaction or relevant payment. Even inadvertently
cooperating in money laundering can result in painful penalties for all
participants.
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	In my areas of responsibility, I comply with all applicable provisions regarding
the recording and accounting of transactions and contracts.

Example
A customer of RENK, who has paid too
much, does not want the refund paid into
their original bank account, but instead
asks for payment into a bank account in
Switzerland or for cash.
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Such a request must be explained.
Do not comply with the suggestion
straight away, and instead ask the customer why the refund cannot be made
in the same way as the original payment.
Seek advice from the compliance
contact partners named in chapter 4.

Our responsibility as business partner | Accounting and Financial reporting

Our responsibility as business partner | Taxes and customs

Accounting and
Financial reporting
RENK can only create and maintain the trust of the public and its investors
and contractual partners through proper accounting and correct financial
reporting. If there are irregularities, this could have possibly serious
consequences for the company and also for the individuals responsible.
Corporate principle

My contribution
	In my area of responsibility, I organize the processes such that all the commercial financial data can be recorded in the accounts correct and promptly.
If I have any questions about the correct recording of data, I contact my line
manager or the responsible finance department.

Example
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Because of our global activities and when opening new markets, different
statutory export, tax and customs regulations and legislation have to be
complied with. Compliance with tax and customs provisions in respect of
customers, tax authorities and in public. If there are irregularities, this can
result in considerable financial damage for RENK and serious reputational
damage, and the responsible employees will also have to expect negative
consequences.
Corporate principle

	We strictly comply with the general statutory conditions of correct accounting
and financial reporting. Transparency and accuracy are the top priority for us.
In this sense, we regularly inform all capital market participants of the current
financial situation and the development of the business. We publish or periodic
accounts and financial reports promptly, which are created in accordance with
the national and international accounting provisions.

You urgently need some new equipment.
The budget in your department for
the current year is exhausted, however.
You consider buying the equipment anyway and recording the costs in the coming
financial year when your budget has been
replenished.

Taxes and customs

	We are aware of our corporate responsibility regarding the fulfillment of tax
and customs obligations and expressly commit to complying with national
and international legal provisions.
My contribution
	I my area of responsibility I arrange the internal structures and processes
such that the taxes and customs payable by the respective group companies
are calculated in full, correctly and on time, are recorded in the reporting and
are paid to the responsible tax authorities.
	If I identify indications of breaches of tax and customs provisions in my
professional environment, I take every opportunity to prevent or stop
these breaches. If this is not possible, I contact the corresponding contact
partner in the taxes and customs department.

Example
Please do not do this. Entries must
always be made according to cause.
Inappropriate bookings can have
serious consequences for the company
and the individual employee.

You are responsible for recording specific transactions in the financial reports
according to the Commercial Code, such
as general overheads (maintenance costs)
and manufacturing costs A project exceeds
certain controlling figures early. For this
reason, you receive an instruction to record
maintenance costs although these undoubtedly an investment and thus are manufac
turing costs that have to be capitalized.
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In every case, record entries in accordance with the statutory requirements.
Every transaction must be recorded
in the accounts corresponding to the
commercial and tax provisions, as
the accounts form the basis of the tax
declaration. Errors in the accounts can
therefore to lead to incorrect tax declarations and to serious consequences
under tax ans customs law for the company and the responsible employees.

Our responsibility as business partner | Fair and free competition

Our responsibility as business partner | Fair and free competition

Fair and free competition

Corporate principle
	We operating business exclusively according to the performance principle
and on the basis of the market economy and of free, unhindered competition.
We are happy to measure ourselves against our competitors and always
adhere to the law and legislation and to ethical principles.
	We do not conclude any anti-competition agreements with competitors,
suppliers or customers. Where RENK has a market-dominant position,
we do not abuse it.
	When dealing with our authorized sales partners, we comply with the specific
anti-trust general conditions for sales systems.
My contribution
	In every contact with competitors, I ensure that no information is received or
given, which permit conclusions to be made regarding the current or future
business conduct of the discloser.
	In conversations or other contact with competitors, I avoid subjects that are
important to the competition with each other. Among other things, this includes
prices, pricing, business plans, development statuses and lead times.

Fair and free competition is protected by the applicable competition and
anti-trust laws. Compliance with these laws guarantees that there are
no competitive distortions on the market – to the benefit of all market parti
cipants. In particular, agreements and agreed conduct between competitors,
which cause or create a hindrance or restriction to free competition, are
p rohibited. It is also unlawful to abuse a market-dominant position. Such
abuse can exist, for example, if customers are treated differently without
material justification (discrimination), by refusing to deliver, by implementing
unreasonable purchasing or sales prices and conditions or with tie-in trans
actions without material justification for the demanded additional services.
Anti-competitive conduct not only damages the good reputation of RENK but
can also lead to painful fines and sanctions.
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Example
At a trade fair you chat with an employee from a competitor. After a short
while you realize that your conversation
partner is trying to get you to reveal
information about RENK’s business
plan. In return, your interlocutor offers
to give you corresponding information
from his company in return.
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Immediately make it unmistakably clear to
the conversation partner that you will not
discuss these subjects with them. Such conversations – apart from the unlawful disclosure
of business secrets – would represent a breach
of the applicable competition and anti-trust
legislation and can have drastic consequences
both for you personally and for RENK as
well as for your conversation partner and
their company. Immediately inform your
compliance contact partner named in chapter
4 and discuss the next steps with them.

Our responsibility as business partner | Procurement

Our responsibility as business partner | Procurement

Procurement

Corporate principle
	We carefully select suppliers and service providers according to material
criteria.
	When purchasing products and services, we involve the responsible
purchasing department corresponding to the applicable procurement
principles.
My contribution
	I do not unilaterally prefer one supplier or service provider without a good
reason and I avoid all conflicts of interest.
	I do not buy products or services without first examining the market and
looking at alternative providers. When doing so, I observe the applicable
procurement principles and involve the responsible purchasing department
at an early stage.

In its business activities, RENK is contractually connected to the large
number of suppliers and service providers. RENK ensures here that the
corporate duties of care to avoid breaches of human rights are maintained
along the entire supply chain. Child and forced labor, slavery, torture and
the breach of safe working conditions, as well as environmental risks,
must be identified early and permanently avoided or ended. The risks in
the case of a breach of the regulations relating to supply chain compliance
are considerable and the threatened sanctions serious.

Example
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You are advised that a RENK employee
would like to engage a supplier in breach
of the applicable procurement principles,
without involving the responsible purchasing
department.

Contact the responsible purchasing
department or the contact partner
named in chapter 4 in order to ensure
that the RENK Group gets the best offer.

Our responsibility as business partner | Export control

Our responsibility as business partner | Export control

Export checks

Within the framework of export checks, international trade is subject
prohibitions, restrictions, approvals or other monitoring. Alongside goods,
technologies and software are also subject to conditions under export
legislation. Apart from the actual export, temporary exports are also
covered, such as taking objects and technical drawings on business trips,
as well technical transmissions such as by email or Cloud.
Irrespective of a delivery procedure, transactions with people or com
panies on sanctions lists are prohibited in principle.
Any violation threatens the existence of RENK and can result in serious
criminal-law consequences for employees.
International cooperation within the RENK Group requires an extensive
check of international matters by the export checks department.
Corporate principle
	We ensure compliance with all provisions for the import and export of goods,
services and information.
	Handling data (technology transfer, sending documents, etc.)
My contribution
	When making decisions regarding the import or export of products and services,
I independently check whether this decision is possibly subject to export
checks. In any case, I seek advice from the export checks department at the
earliest possible date.
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Example
You receive a request from a potential
customer, who would like to give RENK
the order, to deliver products to a
country that has possibly been defined
as an embargoed country.
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In consultation with the responsible
department, find out which export
restrictions apply to the destination
country (for example an United Nations
embargo), and do not conclude any
contracts requiring RENK to export to
this country until a complete review
has been performed.

Our responsibility at the workplace

It is in the basic interests of
RENK to protect the health
of every single employee and
to ensure their safety.

Our responsibility
at the workplace

Protection and safety also apply
to the data of employees and
customers, as well as to the
company-specific know-how
and company assets.
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Specifically, the following principles
derive from the responsibility at
the workplace for the RENK Group:
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Our responsibility at the workplace | Occupational health and safety

Our responsibility at the workplace | Data protection

Occupational health
and safety
RENK takes its responsibility for the health and safety of its employees
very seriously. We guarantee occupational health and safety within
the framework of the respective applicable national conditions and on
the base of the company’s occupational health and safety policy.
Corporate principle
	We maintain the promote the health, performance and job satisfaction of
our employees through the constant improvement of working conditions and
through varied prevention and health promotion measures.
My contribution

Data protection
To protect the private sphere, there are specific statutory regulations
regarding the handling of personal data. The collection, storage,
processing and other use of personal data generally requires the consent
of the data subject, a contractual regulation or another statutory basis.
Corporate principle
	We protect the personal data of employees, former employees, customers,
suppliers and other data subjects.
	We only collect, record, process, use and save personal data in accordance
with the statutory requirements.
My contribution

	I adhere to health and safety provisions. I never endanger the health and safety
of my coworkers or business partners. Within the framework of my powers,
I take all reasonable and statutorily prescribed measures in order to guarantee
that my workplace always allows safe working. Through the voluntary use
of prevention and health promotion measures, I make an active contribution
to maintaining and promoting my health.

	I take into account the fact that the collection, storage, processing and other
use of personal data is only permitted with consent from the data subject,
with a contractual regulation or on another statutory basis.
	Every component of the information processing must be secured so that the
confidentiality, integrity, availability, verifiability and resilience of the protected
information is guarantees and unauthorized internal and external use is prevented.
	In cases of doubt, I contact my line manager or my data protection officer
or data protection coordinator.
	Contact: datenschutz @ renk.biz or responsible data protection officer,
see Homepage/Intranet.

Example
You find that a machine in your department
obviously has a fault in its electronics.
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Example
Clearly remove the machine from
operation and inform the responsible
line manager. Independently repairing
electrical equipment is not permitted
and can be dangerous.

You have organized a seminar for RENK
with external participants and as part
of this you receive the participants’
personal data. A coworker from sales
asks you for their addresses.
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Do not forward this data without
consulting your line manager or
your data protection officer or data
protection coordinator. In principle,
data may only be used for the purpose,
for which it has been provided.

Our responsibility at the workplace | Security and protection of information, knowledge and intellectual property

Our responsibility at the workplace | IT security

Security and protection of
information, knowledge
and intellectual property

IT security

RENK holds internationally protected patents and also has extensive
operating and business secrets and technical know how. This knowledge is
the basis of our commercial success. The unauthorized disclosure of such
knowledge can cause very great damage for RENK and have employment,
civil and criminal law consequences for the relevant employee.

The RENK Group’s everyday business is inconceivable without information
technology (IT) and electronic data processing (EDP), but conceals
a large number of risks. This include, in particular, cyber threats such
as preventing data processing through damaging programs (viruses),
the loss of data or the misuse of data (for example by hackers).

Corporate principle

Corporate principle

	We understand the value of the company’s own know how and protect it
very carefully.
	We acknowledge the intellectual property of competitors, business partners
and other third parties.
My contribution
	I treat all information of the RENK Group with care and do not disclosure it
without authorization. In particular, I note information that relates to technical
know how, patents, operating and business secrets.

Example
You are involved in the development of an
innovative technology. You are supposed
to present your development at various
RENK locations and for the presentation
you want to take your laptop with you,
on which the corresponding documents
are stored. You intend to go through
these documents while en route to the
various locations by plane or train.
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	We ensure IT security and adhere to the applicable regulations in order to
ensure the highest level of cyber security.
My contribution
	I make myself familiar with the applicable IT security regulations and adhere
to the requirements therein. I am aware that unencrypted data exchange
(for example by email or USB stick) is not a secure means of communication.

Example
You must make sure that nobody
gains knowledge of sensitive infor
mation which belongs to RENK.
Otherwise this can lead to serious
competitive disadvantages. Do not
call up this information at locations
where third parties can access this
information or can see it.

You are en route and during a meeting
get a USB stick for sharing a document.
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Only use data carriers or data sharing
systems provided by RENK and act
in accordance with the requirements
regarding information classification.
For example, have the document sent
by email. Never open emails and their
attachments, which you find suspicious
or which you have received from
unknown senders; this prevents mal
ware entering the company‘s network.

Our responsibility at the workplace | Managing company assets

Managing
company assets
The material and intangible assets of RENK serve to support employees in
achieving the business goals of the company and may only be used within
the framework of the company regulations.
Corporate principle
	We respect the material and intangible assets of RENK and do not use
them for external purposes.
My contribution
	I adhere to the company‘s regulations and treat the company’s assets
sparingly and carefully.

Our responsibility at the workplace | Employee representation

Employee representation

	We acknowledge the fundamental right of all employees to form trade unions
and employee representations.
	We commit to working together with the employee representation openly
and trustingly, to holding a constructive and cooperative dialog and to
striving for a fair balance of interests. Dealing professionally with the employee
representation, which allows neither preferential treatment nor discrimination,
is a component of the RENK corporate culture.
	Safeguarding of RENK and of the employees takes place in the spirit of
cooperative conflict resolution and social obligation on the basis of and
with the aim of efficient and technological competitiveness. Efficiency and
job security are equal and joint goals.

Example
You ootball club is planned a team
excursion for the weekend. The coach
asks you if you as a RENK employee can
organize a vehicle from the RENK fleet.
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In principle, company vehicles may
not be used either for private purposes
or be provided to third parties.
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Help and contact

Help and contact
	Your first point of contact if there are questions or uncertainties regarding
the Code of Conduct is your line manager. In addition, every employee can
contact the group compliance department in confidence:
	Email: compliance @ renk.biz
	Moreover, you can address complaints and messages to the technically
responsible departments.
	If you identify a possible breach of the Code of Conduct or other misconduct
in your environment, you can report this using the digital whistleblower system
of the RENK Group (“RENK Integrity Line”) stating your name or anonymously.
	Link: https://renk.integrityline.com
	

	The RENK Integrity Line is required to protect the whistleblower and the
affected persons. Reports are treated in strict confidence. The RENK Group
does not tolerate any actions against employees who report violations.
The affected person is also protected against fraudulent reports.
	In addition, experienced external lawyers are engaged for the RENK Group
as neutral arbiters (ombudspeople). They accept these reports and forward
the information – anonymously if requested – to our whistleblower system for
further processing.

Latest version of the Code of Conduct

	Additionally, other internal departments such as HR, the employee represen
tation or the respective specialist department are available to you if you have
any questions.

The respective latest version of the Code of Conduct
can be found on the intranet and the internet at:
https://www.renk-group.com/goto/cq-9d39dd

	Additional information about the whistleblower system, the ombudspeople and
about compliance can be found on the intranet and on the RENK Group website.

For legibility reasons, the masculine form of used.
Of course, all information applies to people of each gender.
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Gögginger Straße 73
86159 Augsburg
Phone: +49 821 5700-0
Fax: +49 821 5700-460
Email: info@ renk.biz
www.renk-group.com
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